
INTRODUCTION:

We would like to share our experiences with establishing NOT individual savings groups 

but a country-wide network of savings and loan associations, here

• within a grown NGO, the Catholic Workers Movement (CWM) Uganda

Only the initial set up is supported by the DGRV since this 3-graded network follows the 

cooperative ideas.

This network structure plus the invention of a regular internal audit process from the 

base to the top allowed developing a new linkage banking product. 
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Picture 1:

• The group of 10 – 20 people follows the 3 cooperative principles of Self-help, Self-

administration, Self-responsibility

• The groups follows strict rules to govern the regular savings and loan meetings.

• A cash box is used to manage the funds.

Picture 2:

• In a CW-SLA, a deputy record-keeper copies the numbers recorded in the members’ 

passbooks into a template that is send for internal audit to the diocesan = regional level 

of the CWM structure.
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Within the national level we established the

CW Cooperative Savings & Credit Society (Group)

abbreviated CW-SACCO 

This is merely a registered federation NOT a financial institution.
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With these savings groups in place, members are enabled to save regularly hence 

gradually developing this culture.  Here a member checks the record made in her 

passbook after saving. 
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Members have been surprised by the total amount saved in such a short period of time 

which was at an average of Ush.123.000 (about €40,00) per member in a period of half a 

year in the first cycle! (National Audit Report - Sep13)
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• The idea of local contribution has been practiced and appreciated

In order to get a loan from the group, a member must have at least a third of the loan 

amount requested. This has helped wash away the common thinking that for one to 

invest in a business, 100% capital has to be acquired as a loan from a loaning institution. 

• The idea of Auditing is practiced and has been appreciated

In Uganda, auditing is only heard of in big businesses and institutions and never had the 

people on the grass-root dreamt of having their small funds audited; neither did they 

understand its value any way.

With the CW-SLA audit system, members have appreciated the ‘magic’ that someone 

elsewhere can tell the errors and miscalculations that all the 20 members of the group 

could not realise.

• Banking has been made possible especially for members in rural areas

Access to formal banking institutions is a challenge especially in rural areas but the CW-

SLAs can easily open accounts being assisted by the National CW-SACCO. In the long 

term future members will have matured to become individual customers of the bank.

• A healthy competition has been created through comparison of individual/group 

performance

Through the internal audit and Analysis at regional and National level, members are able 
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to assess their performance as individuals within the group, as a group within the Region 

(Diocese) and as a Region (Diocese) within Uganda. This creates a competitive spirit 

which improves the entire group performance and in the end benefits the individual 

members themselves.
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• Solidarity has been enriched in practical economic terms

In Uganda, every business person keeps his/her plans a secret so as to emerge rich 

alone.  This does not take place in CW-SLAs! 

Before one takes a loan from our savings group, it is compulsory to present ones 

business plan to the group and the group enriches it and approves it. Then the money 

collected by the group is given to this member. This is what we call solidarity in practical 

economic terms. 

Picture on the left: 

A member presents his business projections to the group

Picture on the right:

Another member receives her loan from the group.
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•A sample Unit Cost & Income Template

Talking about the business plan, it is not as complicated as you may think because we 

developed a simple Unit Cost & Income Template which the members use and here is 

the sample. 

This template is used to project local businesses over a single operating period. Fixing a 

single operating period (e.g. a day, week, 3 months) for which the business is easiest 

understood, allows determining the expected inputs and outputs during this average 

period. 

Over this period one has to determine the variable and the fixed costs and one has to 

price them by unit. (Especially a salary for the owner needs to be taken into account.)

The same has to be done for the expected income.

The resulting profit, i.e. income minus costs is the available cash during the period that 

can be used to cover interest and instalment payments of a potential loan.

Otherwise the profits could be accumulated over several periods to be invested into 

further enhancement of the business.

Here a member presents the fill out cost income template and the group discusses if the 

assumptions made are realistic knowing very well what takes place in their 

neighbourhood.
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• Individual Members’ / Group businesses are run and managed in more professional 

ways

Through the above stated continuous sharing  and teaching of each other about Basic 

Business Knowledge guided by the Unit Cost & Income Template, members have been 

helped to run their businesses in a more professional way. 

Photo on the left

This group in Northern Uganda was producing bricks to make a bee house without 

thinking about the costs involved in its construction and they were helped.

Photo on the right

This lady was helped to realize that in twenty one days she could save enough money to 

double her stock, hence avoiding taking a an unnecessary loan from the bank.
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Photo on the left

Drilling a Trainer to practice the calculations that are done in the CW-SLAs in one T.o.T. 

Photo on the right

Guiding trainers through the CW-SLA money counting procedures.
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Photo

A Trainer receiving her transport refund from the group she trains.
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